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Abstract
Counting vine shoots early in the growing season is critical for adjusting management practices but is challenging to automate due to a
range of environmental factors. This paper proposes a complete framework for shoot detection, comprised of image preprocessing, feature
extraction and unsupervised learning as a final clustering step. Experiments on four vine
blocks across two cultivars and training systems
were conducted. The results showed the overall
framework was successful at detecting shoots
and in particular was robust to a range of lighting conditions and other environmental impacts
that limit the success of prior work. This framework lays the foundations for full automation of
shoot mapping on a large scale in vineyards.
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Introduction

Current vine yield forecasting systems use formulas
which require shoot count as input [Cunha et al., 2010].
This requires in-field measurements to be taken and extrapolated, which is subjective, time consuming, expensive and error-prone. Thus, an automated technique is
required to eliminate the effects of human error and minimise labour costs.
For vineyards, in-field detection techniques have been
used to characterise disease [Meunkaewjinda et al.,
2008], and grape clusters, foliage, as well as trunks [Correa et al., 2011; Fernández et al., 2013; Klodt et al.,
2015] from individual or stereo images. These methods do not specifically target shoots and present several
limitations. Their requirement of custom or stationary rigs to obtain stable imagery [Correa et al., 2011;
Diago et al., 2012] is infeasible on a vineyard scale as
this is slow or expensive. Requirements for particular
vine components to be present within an image for correct segmentation [Klodt et al., 2015] requires further
automation to increase feasibility, and classifications on

a pixel level are also slow and not recommended for largescale image processing. Thus, a robust in-field method
is required.
The common challenges for shoot detection in vineyards are varying lighting conditions, unpredictable
noise (posts, cordon, grass, animals, wire, reflection,
sky), changes of shoots’ positions in the field of view,
shadows and barren cordon. Figure 1 illustrates the
range of real objects encountered while detecting shoots
using image processing.
This paper proposes a unified framework for shoot detection based on unsupervised learning for yield estimation by computer vision. Instead of using exhaustive
window search, it segments potential shoot regions by
Gaussian fitting based on colour histograms for automatically locating the threshold value accurately. It also
combines different histograms and single scalar features
for feature vector construction as the descriptor of potential shoots. This framework aims at real applications
without the restriction of expensive and heavy equipment and complicated data processing procedures; Kmeans [MacQueen, 1967] is adopted for shoot clustering,
which does not require the training of data manually.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the framework in detail, focusing on the
unsupervised shoot detection by computer vision. Section 3 demonstrates the experimental equipment and the
data scope that is tested in this paper. Finally, Section
4 describes experimental results and discusses the performance of the proposed algorithm.
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Framework

In this paper, the proposed unsupervised shoot detection algorithm contains four major steps: segmentation
for shoot candidates, patch representation, unsupervised
feature selection and unsupervised shoot detection. For
each block, all images are firstly sampled from videos1
and segmented to localise potential regions in each frame
1

See Section 3.
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Figure 3: A shoot image (Figure 1e) is presented in RGB
color space and L*a*b colour space.
that cover shoots. The second step involves feature extraction and normalisation of region content for describing each initial patch. Thirdly, a feature vector is constructed for each initial patch; all these patches with
their descriptions are organised into a data pool. Each
initial patch is presented as a data point in a d dimensional feature space. The final step is finding the hyperplane to separate these points into two classes in this feature space. In this case, there is only one general object
— region that covers shoot. Hence, in general the task is
to categorise shoot and non-shoot classes. For the object
class (here is shoot), it can have multi-view points that
results from different angle, different appearance caused
by light condition and occlusion that is affected by trunk
or other noise in the view throughout the entire block.
Hence the proposed image processing framework needs
to be able to handle different real-world conditions. Figure 2 demonstrates the proposed framework for shoot
detection.
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2.1

Segmentation of initial Regions

For finding potential patches that contain real shoots,
firstly each image is transferred into L*a*b colour space
because channel a and b provide more distinctive information than RGB colour space for segmenting shoots,
as Figure 3 demonstrates.

Figure 1: Sample images from four different blocks at
different times. Shoot detection is complicated by: variable lighting conditions, unpredictable noise (post, cordon, grass, wire, etc.), changes of shoot positions in the
field of view, shadows and barren cordon.

Histogram Analysis
Each image is segmented based on the distribution of
pixels in channel a and b. It is obvious that pink post
and blue sky are distinct in Figure 3e and 3f. The blue
sky is easily detected in Figure 3a but the cordon in
this Figure has same range of gray level as the blue sky
has. The blue sky is not stably distinct in Channel R
(see Figure 4a) but can be quite reliably segmented in
2

Figure 2: The framework of the proposed unsupervised shoot detection.
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Figure 4: A shoot image (Figure 1j) is presented in Channel R, a and b.
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Channel b. An example of this is shown in Figure 4. In
this figure, the blue sky in Figure 4a is no longer distinct.
However, it is still different from the major background
in Figure 4c, similar to the pink post in Figure 4b.
For achieving a better Gaussian fit on the major peak
without being affected by secondary peaks in both channels, blue sky and pink post are firstly removed. By
observing Figure 5, it is clear that the beige pixel, which
is the backing board, dominates in all histograms. Pink
posts are always on the right side of the major peak in
channel a (as shown in Figure 5a and 5c) and blue sky
is on the left side of the major peak in channel b (as
illustrated in Figure 5b and 5d). Hence two thresholds
(red dash line) are predefined for removing pink post and
blue sky.
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Figure 5: Four histograms of Figure 1e and Figure 1l in
Channel a and Channel b.
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Gaussian Model Fitting
In order to locate the major peak, a Gaussian model is
utilised based on the histogram of channel a and b after
removing pink post and blue sky. The Gaussian model
is defined as:

where a is the amplitude, b is the location of the peak,
c is related to the peak width, n is the number of peaks to
fit and 1 ≤ n ≤ 8. In this case, we set n = 1 since we aim
to find the major peak and its width. x ∈ [−100, 100]
for both channels and y is the frequency. The reason for
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properties [Gonzalez et al., 2004] is constructed for each
candidate that is segmented from Section 2.1. In addition, three histograms (colour, HOG [Dalal and Triggs,
2005], and LBP [Zhang et al., 2006]) are also calculated
in channel L, a and b for each initial region. Other feature descriptors, for instance, SURF [Bay et al., 2008],
BRISK [Leutenegger et al., 2011] and FREAK [Alahi et
al., 2012], are not suitable in this case since we aim to describe a patch rather than an interest point. Hence the
descriptors that can work with patches independently
but do not rely on interest points are preferable. All features are linearly concatenated in a vector. The details
of feature construction are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Gaussian model fitting, Fig.1l.
locating the major peak is that the backing board always
dominates the histogram in both channels and it is easy
to locate for most scenarios. Also shoots are always on
the left of the major peak in channel a while they are on
the right of the major peak in channel b. For automatically calculating the threshold value in both channels,
the left boundary with 50% confidence interval in channel a and the right boundary with 50% confidence interval in channel b are calculated according to Equation 2.
Figure 6a and 6b display two Gaussian model fittings in
channel a and b (the blue dash line indicates the boundary). The reason for choosing a lower confidence interval
is to allow more initial patches to be located so that all
real shoots can be covered. Potential shoot patches are
obtained by calculating the intersection of these two binary images. Then morphological operations are applied
after this process.
boundaryleft = b − 0.68 × c,
boundaryright = b + 0.68 × c,

← channel a
← channel b

perimeter
area
filled area
sparsity =
area

compactness =

2.3

Shoots Clustering

Let X = [x11 , x12 , . . . , x1N ] denote N points (N initial
patches), x = [F 1 , F 2 ] refers to the selected feature
vector with d dimensions for each point, and Y =
[y11 , y12 , . . . , y1N ] denotes the class of objects (shoot or
non-shoot). An unsupervised clustering algorithm k, Kmeans [MacQueen, 1967], is utilised to classify N points
into two classes C = {c1 , c2 } by minimizing an objective
function. In this case, it is within-cluster sum of error
squares (WCSS):
J = argmin
C

(2)

2 X
X

kx − µi k2

(4)

i=1 x∈ci

where µi is the mean of ci . kx−µi k2 is a chosen distance
measured between a data point x to its cluster center µi .
The distance in this paper is chosen as:

Filtering
After colour segmentation, there are false patches that
do not contain shoots. Several rules are designed to filter some shoots that have unusual shapes and locations.
Hence two filters are designed in this paper for filtering
those false regions:
• Filter 1: any patch whose area is smaller than 100
pixels or larger than a quarter of the original image,
or has eccentricity larger than 0.99 is filtered.

xµ0
d(x, µ) = 1 − p
(xx0 )(µµ0 )

(5)

then we could obtain the clustering results by:
Y = k(X, 2, d(x, µ), J)

(6)

and some of clustering results are shown in Figure 8.

• Filter 2: any patch located below the background is
filtered. Hough line detection is applied in channel
a, and the bottom edge of the backboard is located;
all potential patches below this edge are filtered.
Figure 7 demonstrates some results by segmentation
in this section.

2.2

(3)

3

Experimental Equipment and Data
Scope

Field trips were conducted at four blocks in two different climates at different times. Twenty locations were
labelled in each block. Two GoPros (Hero3 Silver) were
mounted on each side of a vehicle, as Figure 9 shows.
Every row was filmed (from one side) in each block. The
filming mode was set to Medium FoV, 1080, 30fps.

Patch Representation

To present each region in attributes (features) space for
clustering, a feature vector combining region and texture
4
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Figure 7: Initial patch (shoot) segmentation after filtering.
Feature
Region Properties
Texture Properties
Histogram - Colour
Histogram - HOG
Histogram - LBP

Description
Area, eccentricity, equivalent diameter, Euler number, extent, orientation, solidity
[Gonzalez et al., 2004]. Closeness [Liu and Whitty, 2015]. Compactness and sparsity
(defined in Equation 3).
Average gray level, average contrast, measure of smoothness, third moment, measure
of uniformity, entropy [Gonzalez et al., 2004] in Channel L, a and b.
The intensity distribution in Channel L, a and b.
Histogram of gradient in Channel L, a and b.
Local binary patterns in Channel L, a and b.
Table 1: A explanation of chosen features.
vised detection algorithm. For verifying the performance
of the developed algorithm, all these initial patches (instances) were manually labelled as shoot or non-shoot for
ground truth. A matching matrix of clustering results is
calculated for each block:
• True Positive (TP) refers to a true shoot automatically classified by the developed algorithm and also
labelled as a real shoot manually;
• True Negative (TN) annotates a shoot not detected
by the algorithm and also manually labelled as nonshoot;
• False Positive (FP) represents a true shoot detected
by the algorithm but which is actually not a real
shoot;

Figure 9: The vision system for filming shoots over rows
in vineyards.

• False Negative (FN) refers to a shoot not classified
by the algorithm but is a real manually labelled
shoot.

Around 15 images are sampled from the videos at each
labelled location from four blocks and in total 1,281 images (20,046 initial patches) are analysed. The details
about the data set are illustrated in Table 2.

More detailed analysis with this matching matrix are
defined as accuracy, recall and precision.

4

• Accuracy (ACC) refers the percentage of true and
false shoots automatically classified correctly in the
total population.

Experimental Results

As summarised in Section 3, 20,046 shoot candidates
were processed automatically by the proposed unsuper-

ACC =

5

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(7)

(a) Fig.1b

(b) Fig.1f
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Figure 8: Shoot detection results of Figure 7.
Block
47A
40A
B4
B12

Locations
Clare Valley, South Australia
Clare Valley, South Australia
Orange, New South Wales
Orange, New South Wales

Filming Time
26 Sep. 2014
23 Sep. 2014
2 Oct. 2014
3 Oct. 2014

Cultivar
Shiraz
Chardonnay
Shiraz
Chardonnay

Sampled Images
323
321
323
314

Table 2: Data information, properties of vineyards where experiments were conducted.
Block
47A
40A
B4
B12
µ

• Recall (True Positive Rate, TPR) annotates the percentage of true shoots automatically classified in all
manually labelled real shoots.
TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(8)

• Precision (Positive Predictive Value, PPV) annotates the percentage of true shoots automatically classified in all automatically classified shoots
(which may contain non-shoots) by the algorithm.
PPV =

TP
TP + FP

Accuracy
0.73
0.82
0.74
0.73
0.75

Recall
0.65
0.75
0.68
0.65
0.68

Precision
0.97
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.96

Table 3: The average performance of detection results
for four blocks.
automatically locating the threshold level. For providing discriminative information for classifying shoot and
non-shoot patches, texture distribution and shape configuration are analysed by the algorithm. 1,281 images
which contain 20,046 instances of potential shoots were
tested and the algorithm achieved an accuracy of 75%,
recall of 68% and precision of 96%. The experiment was
conducted on Shiraz and Chardonnay (red and white
varieties) that were collected in different vineyards on
varying dates. This means the proposed algorithm can
deal with different grape types and various illumination
conditions to a certain level given the large scale of the
data set. The clustering is performed without requiring a training step, which is more sufficient and makes
the approach more robust for future application. It also
does not rely on expensive and complicated equipment
for data collection; which is more practical for regular
vineyard management. The future work will focus on
automatic feature optimisation based on different data
sets and applying the algorithm at the block level for
yield estimation.

(9)

All detection results of four blocks are illustrated in
Figure 10 and stated in Table 3. Overall, the proposed
unsupervised shoots detection algorithm has best performance in Block 40A while it encountered a low recall
but high precision in Block B12. By observing the data
sampled from both blocks, the major differences were
lighting conditions and noise in the scene. Scene conditions of four blocks are briefly summarised in Table
4. It is clear that the proposed algorithm can deal with
different scene conditions at a certain level; achieving
75% accuracy, 68% recall and 96% precision on average.
However, its performance is reduced by the issue of uneven shadow on grass caused by a low solar elevation
angle.

5

Patches
3084
4977
7665
4320
5011

Conclusion

In this paper, an unsupervised shoot detection algorithm is proposed. It segments the potential shoots by
6

Block
47A
40A
B4
B12

Light Condition
sunny, solar noon
overcast, strong light
sunny, solar noon
sunny, low solar elevation angle

Noise
pink post,
pink post,
pink post,
pink post,

wood,
wood,
wood,
wood,

wire, reflection
wire
wire, blue sky, grass, shadow
wire, blue sky, grass, shadow

Table 4: A summary of scene conditions for four blocks.
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